
 

 

Reading 

Students celebrated book week last week! Thank you to all of those who participated 
and came dressed up! Students took part in a range of learning tasks including a book 
week judging scoreboard, listening to some of the Children’s Book Council of 
Australia’s shortlisted books, creating bookmarks and participating in a Harry Potter 
escape room online! This week we are continuing on with inferring character’s 
emotions from descriptions of what characters are saying and doing.  

 

Writing 

In Writing, students continued to draft recounts based on the account of a convict’s experiences in a court. They 
wrote the recount from the perspective of a reporter who was witnessing the events. Students focussed on the 
structure and language features of a recount and added their own sparkle to a mentor text by changing details such 
as the name and crime of the convict and the reporter’s observations. 

 This week students will begin a new recount which is based on an account of a convict’s journey to New South Wales 
on the First Fleet.  

  

 
Numeracy 

In numeracy Year 3 finished off their unit on Multiplication with a post test, well done to everyone that completed 
this assessment. Students spent some time recapping angles, identifying them as measures of turn within 2D shapes 
as well as organising angles from smallest to largest. They started investigating length using metric units of 
millimeter, centimetre and meter. Students organised and arranged items in order of shortest to longest. They have 
begun looking at measuring the area of shapes using squared metric units (eg. cm2) to express their findings. 
Students commented on the similarities that arrays from multiplication share with measuring the area of squares 
and rectangles. 

  



 
Big Question - How can the Arts Help us Learn About Australian History? 
Students in Year 3 have continued to engage in the ‘finding out’ phase of the inquiry cycle.  Through videos, audio 
files and artwork, students have explored the history of the time of First Contact, looking at the perspectives of the 
British arriving on the First Fleet and the Indigenous population.     

 

 
 
Music In Music/Drama the students have been focusing on mime skills, such as facial expression and pretending to 
hold an object. They celebrated Book Week by listening to The Toymaker and the Bird by Pamela Allen and 
responding to some key dramatic scenes with mime and movement. They extended the drama of the story by writing 
about characters’ motivations and composed a short conversation that may have occurred in a particular dramatic 
part of the story. There is a video uploaded with the assignment so that students can listen again and practise these 
skills. 

Spanish: In Spanish, Year 3 students are exploring the topic of feelings. They watched a short clip of Pocoyo in 
Spanish and applied the feeling words to different characters. They gathered and shared information from household 
members about their feelings and displayed their findings in a table. 

PE: Year 3 students are continuing to practise their running, jumping, leaping and throwing skills related to athletics. 
New skills such as hurdling and discus throwing were introduced. The revision of triple jump was also a focus leading 
students to having to submit their first assignment. Students needed to post a video of themselves combining the 
hop, step and jump skills in triple jump. 

Art: In Art, Year 3 students have been looking at symbolism and messages in art. Students created stencils and 
explored with the materials they could access at home a form of Mono Printing. Students were encouraged to think 
about the time of white settlement in Australia and the impact of this on the indigenous population. Students also 
celebrated book week by using the text Your Birthday was the Best! As inspiration for a collage that also used some 
printed papers.  

 


